Dear colleagues!

We’d like to invite lecturers and teachers of higher educational establishments, masters, postgraduate students, doctorants, medical scientists and pharmaceutists to take part in scientific and practical events that will be held on May 20-21 2015 at Bogomolets National Medical University.

MAIN DIRECTIONS OF THE CONGRESS WORK:
- Preparation and physicochemical properties of nanomaterials for medicine
- Interaction of nanomaterials with cells
- Creation of new drugs based on nanomaterials
- Targeted delivery and transport of drugs using nanotechnology
- Nanomolecular genomics and proteomics
- Nanotechnological diagnostic methods
- Nanomolecular intracellular biosensors
- Toxicology and nanosafety
- Regenerative nanomedicine and cellular engineering
- Nanotechnology and business/industry, ethical and social aspects

FORMS OF PARTICIPATION IN THE CONFERENCE:
1. Oral report and publication of abstract
2. Publication of abstract

CONFERENCE WORKING LANGUAGES: Ukrainian, Russian, English.

Detailed information and REGISTRATION are available at http://www.tmv-nmu.org.ua/ and http://www.snt-nmu.kiev.ua/ For participation in the Conference it is necessary to register at the site up to the April 1 2015 and send the abstracts made up to the following requirements. All the papers that meet the requirements will be published in the Special issue of «Ukrainian Scientific Medical Youth Journal» enlisted as a core publication and classified by National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and National Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine.

ABSTRACTS DESIGN REQUIREMENTS:
• Abstracts must not have been previously published elsewhere and must not be under consideration by another editions;
• Abstracts should be structured;
• All abbreviations (except units of measuring) can be used only after mention of the complete term;
• Abstracts should not contain tables and figures;
• Abstracts are submitted as “rtf” files in the format of A4 with the fields 2 cm from each side, Times New Roman font, 12 pt, ordinary, distance between lines is one and a half intervals;
• Total size of the abstract should be within 1 page.

The structure of an abstract: the title of the abstract (in capitals); the list of authors (initials and surnames); a rank, scientific degree, initial(s), surname(s) of the scientific supervisor(s); complete name of the establishment; text of the abstract that includes introduction/background, aims/objectives, materials and methods; results; conclusion; short summary.

Example:

ETHICAL ASPECTS OF NANOBIOTECHNOLOGIES
Ivanov I.
Scientific supervisor: Prof. S.S. Sydorenko *
Bogomolets National Medical University
Department of nanobiotechnology (head of the department – Prof. P.P. Petrov)
Kyiv, Ukraine

Background. Text Text Text Text …
Objective. Text Text Text Text …
Materials and Methods. Text Text Text Text …
Results. Text Text Text Text …
Conclusion. Text Text Text Text …
Summary. Text Text Text Text …

*Students and postgraduate students must specify the scientific advisor

ATTENTION! Organizing committee has right to choose works due to its quality. The authors of works selected by the committee to be presented orally or by a poster, will receive personal invitations by email. Abstracts, which do not meet the requirements or is low graded, as well as abstracts, authors of which will not be registered, will be declined, but organizing fee will not be returned!

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ORAL PRESENTATION
The oral report must not exceed 10 minutes. Multimedia supply will be provided.

REGISTRATION FEE for the publication of abstracts is 100 UAH, money are transmitted to the International O.O. Bohomolets fund: Kyiv, 13 T. Shevchenko av., code – 26548362, bank of payer – Pechersk Branch of “Privatbank”, Kyiv, МФО 300711 at the account 26000052796301 with a note “for development of youth science”.

Organizing committee:
Andrii Puzyrenko +38 093 740 62 95 (9.00 am to 18.00 pm)
E-mail: a.puzyrenko@ukr.net
Oksana Pokotylo +38 063 975 72 52 (9.00 am to 18.00 pm)
E-mail: oksana.pokotulo@gmail.com
Vladislav Moroz +38 097 954 5329 / 063 629 5181 (9.00 am to 18.00 pm)
E-mail: morozvladislav2@gmail.com
Mykola Notsek +38 093 601 05 99 (9.00 am to 18.00 pm)
E-mail: n.notsek@gmail.com

Thanks in advance for participation in the Conference!
Best regards,
Organizing committee of the Conference